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The evolution of Paul Millsap 

By Simon Legg 

 

After seven seasons with the Jazz, Paul Millsap moved to the Hawks and enjoyed his best individual 

season as he become an All Star for the first time. 

It's impossible to predict what pick 47 will equate to.  

The last five guys to be taken at 47 from 2009-13 were Henk Norel, Tiny Gallon, Travis Leslie, Kevin 

Murphy, and Raul Neto.  

In the last 10 years there's only been two players who have forged decent NBA careers from pick 47, one 

is Mo Williams (2003), the other is Paul Millsap (2006).  

Coincidentally, the Jazz made both selections.  

Utah had three picks in the 2006 NBA Draft.  

The first pick was 14 and the Jazz selected Ronnie Brewer from Arkansas.  

With pick 46 they took Dee Brown from Illinois, then Millsap with 47.  

Brewer has bounced around the league, playing with six different teams, while Brown lasted a few 

seasons in the NBA before stints in Europe and Asia.  

Nothing said here is new.  

Second round picks can go either way but generally, they're used on international players and 

experiments.  



Millsap was a great rebounder at Louisiana Tech, but it was unknown whether he had the tools to 

elevate his offensive game in order to make it in the NBA.  

Kevin O'Connor, former GM of the Jazz expected Millsap to go higher than 47.  

"When you lead the country in rebounding three straight years, you know the guy has to be out there 

busting his butt every night," O’Connor said to The Salt Lake Tribune.  

If we had the benefit of hindsight, Millsap would have been a top-10 pick in 2006.  

Millsap played every game in his first two seasons, averaging 18 minutes per game in the 2006-07 

season and 20 minutes the season after.  

His numbers steadily increased in that time, but a starting spot was always going to be an uphill battle 

with Carlos Boozer ahead of him in the rotation.  

Millsap's first big opportunity came during the 2008-09 season, with Boozer missing 44 games following 

arthroscopic left knee surgery.  

 

He eventually started 38 games and averaged 13.5 points and 8.6 rebounds.  

Take a look at his shot distribution chart from the 2008-09 season.  



  

He basically just beat opponents down inside.  

O'Connor and the Jazz had a decision to make in the summer of 2010 when Boozer became a free 

agent.  

They'd seen enough in Millsap's game to know that losing Boozer wouldn't be a bad thing.  

Millsap's game still needed major development.  

While it wasn't as advanced as Boozer's, the Jazz were never going to pay him as much as the Bulls were 

offering, plus the Jazz knew they were going to have a decision to make in 12 months time with Deron 

Williams.  

The Jazz eventually moved both Boozer and Williams.  

Boozer was acquired by the Chicago Bulls in a sign-and-trade with the Jazz in the July, 2010, meaning 

Millsap would finally get the chance to start.  

He flourished in the 2010-11 season, increasing his scoring and rebounding and getting the opportunity 

to start in every game he played.  

Millsap had his best game for the Jazz in November 2010.  



Playing against the newly-formed Big Three in Miami, Millsap scored a career-high 46 points, 11 coming 

in the final 28 seconds of regulation as Utah rallied from eight down to eventually win in overtime.  

 

He went 3-for-3 from downtown in an incredible stretch in the last 28 seconds.  

Prior to that, he was a career 2-for-20 from three-point range.  

Millsap had the green light after that performance.  

In his three seasons as a full-time starter with the Jazz from 2010-13, Millsap's offensive repetoire 

steadily grew. 

 

Here's his shot distribution chart from the 2011-12 season; it looks a bit more advanced.  



  

He added a three-point shot, taking 23 in 2010-11, 31 in 2011-12 and 39 in 2012-13.  

The summer of 2013 would prove to be a tough one for the Jazz and for Millsap.  

The organisation was clearly going through a rebuilding phase and the likes of Millsap and Al Jefferson 

weren't re-signed.  

In July, 2013, Millsap signed a two-year, $19 million (US) contract with the Atlanta Hawks.  

Millsap improved with each season at the Jazz, but no one thought he would improve as much as he did 

in just one season with Atlanta.  

Clearly the loss of Al Horford to injury helped this.  

Millsap became the number one option on offence and added a new string to his bow, an efficient 

three-point shot.  

He shot 36 percent from three in the regular season and took 212 shots from deep, almost twice as 

many as he took in the last seven years total.  



 

The Hawks' offence benefited from having a player like Millsap at power forward.  

His ability to spread the floor and knock down shots from distance gave Atlanta a new weapon.  

It changed the way teams had to defend him, and also the way the Hawks could exploit their opposition 

in pick-and-roll situations.  

He doesn't hurt defences the same way Dirk Nowitzki, Chris Bosh and Kevin Love do, however, he does 

free up the lane for the likes of Jeff Teague to attack.  

It's probably no coincidence that Teague was really effective in the playoffs last season while playing 

with Millsap.  

It's not just his shooting that helped the Hawks either.  

He averaged the most assists in his career last season and improved as a defender. 

To be fair, he's never been regarded as an elite defender at 6 ft 8, but his versatility allowed him to 

guard small forwards, power fowards and centres at times.  

He had less success guarding centres, per 82games.com.  



The Teague-Korver-Carroll-Scott-Millsap line up was absolutely torched defensively.  

But still, if the Hawks want to use fun small line ups, Millsap gives them an option at centre.  

His solid performances for Atlanta were recognised in late January when he earned his first All-Star 

selection.  

He was still incredibly efficient inside and from 10-12 feet but as you can see from his 2013-14 shot 

distribution chart, he shot a huge amount of threes.  

 

He's exceeded expectations in Atlanta.  

The man who was once described as a "bruising big man," is now a highly-skilled NBA All-Star.  



 

This is how Millsap was described coming into the NBA by Draft Express.  

"He's clearly uncomfortable operating outside of 12-feet, possessing very basic ball-handling skills and 

not enough range on his jump shot, at least not on a consistent basis. His lateral quickness is just decent 

guarding big men on the perimeter."  

How would you describe him now?  

He can pass, his lateral quickness has improved, he has an outside touch and neat footwork.  

Oh, and he can still beat you down inside and rebound like a mad man.  

You'd expect the Hawks to give him a big pay day when he becomes a free agent at the end of next 

season.  

An incredible feat for a guy taken with pick 47.  

 


